is a sufficiently complex motor task for studying complete skill learning systems. It consists of several elementary motions and requires fast movements, accurate control, and online adaptation. To represent the elementary movements needed for robot table tennis, we rely on dynamic systems motor primitives (DMP). While such DMPs have been successfully used for learning a variety of simple motor tasks, they only represent single elementary actions. In order to select and generalize among different striking movements, we present a new approach, called Mixture of Motor Primitives that uses a gating network to activate appropriate motor primitives. The resulting policy enables us to select among the appropriate motor primitives as well as to generalize between them. In order to obtain a fully learned robot table tennis setup, we also address the problem of predicting the necessary context information, i.e., the hitting point in time and space where we want to hit the ball. We show that the resulting setup was capable of playing rudimentary table tennis using an anthropomorphic robot arm.
I. INTRODUCTION
While humans are able to perform a variety of complex motor tasks with changing environmental conditions, current robots mostly rely strongly on well-modeled environments in order to perform simple motor skills. In order to cope with the complexity involved in motor skill learning for humanoid robots, we rely on the insight that humans use a smaller number of generalizable movement patterns, also called motor primitives.
Motor primitives that are based on dynamic systems have been suggested by Ijspeert [1] . They have been successfully used in robotics in a variety of different application, including planar biped walking [2] [3], tennis-like swings to a static end-point [1] , T-ball batting [4] , constrained reaching tasks [5] , and Ball-in-a-cup [6] . Nevertheless, most work on motor primitive learning to date has focused on learning single motor primitives. Complex motor tasks, such as table tennis, require many different motor primitives for accomplishing the task. Usually, we have to select the appropriate motor primitive based on an environmental stimulus and, to generalize between several motor primitives to synthesize a new appropriate movement.
Here, we will present an approach for learning complex motor tasks that allows us to select and generalize among motor primitives. This approach relies on a library of motor primitives which are used as components in a Mixture of Motor Primitives (MoMP). The MoMP is activated by a gating network based on external stimuli associated with a single motor primitive. The general setup of our motor learning system is illustrated in Figure 1 . To validate our approach we use table tennis as a benchmark task as it requires all complex parts needed. The goal is to create a robot skill learning system that is able to return a ball served by a table tennis ball launcher to the opponent's courts. Therefore, we will also address the question of predicting the necessary context parameters of a motor primitive such as the interception point and time as well as the corresponding joint angles and velocities of the robot at the hitting point. Another work dealing with motion generation using a library of striking motions is the work of Zordan and Hodgins [7] . They simulated human table tennis using motion capture data from table tennis and a balance controller. For frameworks dealing with ball juggling and hitting an object the reader may be interested in the work of Aboaf et al. [8] , Kober et al. [9] , Frese et al. [10] , Andersson [11] and Fässler [12] .
In this paper, we will proceed as follows. In Section II, we will present the Mixture of Motor Primitives framework. Therefore, we first introduce the general idea of dynamic systems motor primitives. Subsequently, we described the learning methods needed to learn such a MoMP. The methods used for learning the mapping from context information to MoMP meta-parameters is described in Section II-C. We evaluate the MoMP approach in a robot table tennis scenario in Section III. Here, we will use all components of the presented motor skill learning framework to achieve this task. In Section IV, we will summarize our approach as well as our results and give an outlook on the next steps ahead.
II. MIXTURE OF MOTOR PRIMITIVES (MOMP)
Up to now most work on the application of Ispeert's dynamic systems motor primitives has employed single motor primitives with the notable exceptions of [13] , [14] . However, complex motor tasks require several motor primitives that are used in response to certain environmental stimuli. For example, in table tennis many different strikes exist that return the ball to the opponent's court as we can play a smash, a flip, a loop drive, a chop, a block, etc.
As we cannot demonstrate every single trajectory the robot is supposed to execute, we need to generalize between a smaller number of motor primitives. We employ several motor primitives using a central supervisory process that selects the motor primitive and its parameters according to the current context information (Figure 1 ). To select and generalize the motor primitives, we have developed the MoMP which was inspired by the mixture of experts [15] approach. Skill representation in MoMP is presented in Section II-A and the corresponding learning algorithms are discussed in Section II-B. The Mixture of Motor Primitives motor learning setup. The supervisor level creates a mixture of motor primitives based on a state parameter and sets the task parameter such as goal, timing and selects the motor primitives we want to use. The resulting movement is executed using control law which generates the required motor torques. The teacher provides learning signals on all levels.
A. Skill Representation with MoMP
The MoMP framework is a new approach to build a motor primitive library and select the right movement depending on the external stimuli or create a new elementary movement by mixing several motor primitives that corresponds to this external signal. Here we first describe the dynamic systems motor primitives which are the components of the library. Then, we present how to combine the single motor primitives to select the appropriate motor primitive or to obtain a new movement policy.
1) Dynamic Systems Motor Primitives as Mixture Components: dynamic systems motor primitives (DMP), as suggested by Ijspeert [1] , [16] , are a particular kind of dynamic systems that is well-suited for learning. It can be understood as a set of two differential equations that are referred to as the canonical and the transformed system. The canonical system h acts as a phase z of the movement generated bẏ
Intuitively, one could say that the canonical systems drives the transformed system. The transformed systeṁ
is a function of the internal state y, the phase variable z and internal parameters w. The formulation of the DMP allows us to represent arbitrarily shaped smooth movements by w which can be estimated by locally weighted regression (see Section II-B.1). For discrete movements, i.e., movements between fixed start and end points like reaching, pointing, grasping and striking movements, the canonical system can be chosen as
where τ is a time constant and α z is a pre-determined constant parameter which is chosen such that the system is stable [1] , [16] . For hitting movements, the appropriate transformed system can be expressed by
where y and v are the position and velocity of the system, η = (g f −y 0 )a, y 0 is the start position, g f andġ are the final position and the final velocity of the system, g m is a moving target and g 0 m is the initial position of the moving target [9] . Here, α y and β y are system parameters which are chosen such that the system is critically damped, a is an amplitude modifier and f is a transformation function which is given by
where
is a Gaussian basis function characterized by a center µ i and a bandwith ρ i , see [1] , [16] . As z (which has a similar function as a clock) converges to zero at the end of the movement, the influence of the non-linear function f will vanish and the system has only goal g m as an equilibrium point. We will refer to the acceleration yielded by the DMP as π.
2) Composition with MoMP: Assume we have acquired a skill library consisting of c motor primitives. For each of these motor primitives π i we save the corresponding external signal x i which is a part of its goal parameters. For a new external stimulus x, we calculate the similarity to the external stimuli x i of the motor primitive π i in the library. The new motor primitive π(x) is then determined by computing the weighted average of all motor primitives π i where the weight is defined by a gating network. Thus, we obtain
where γ i are weight parameters which can be used to prioritize certain motor primitives, and k(x−x i ) is the kernel which defines the contribution of the motor primitive π i to the resulting motor policy π (see Figure 2) . In this way, we can both select and generalize the corresponding motor primitives to synthesize a new movement. The resulting policy is based on motor primitives with the most similar input signal x i that is most similar to the current stimulus x. An implementation of the MoMP movement generation is presented in Algorithm 1. Note, that θ,θ and θ denote the joint position, velocity and acceleration. 
Algorithm 1 Mixture of Motor Primitives (MoMP)
Input: stimulus x for t = 1 to T do for i = 1 to c do Compute the phase variable ż z t = α z z t and the transformed system
end for
B. Learning Skills with MoMP
To generate the motor primitive library we rely on demonstrated movements. Therefore, we have to learn the internal parameters w of the DMP as well as the gating network parameters. To improve the quality of the single motor primitives, the quality of the gating network and to eliminate bad demonstrations from the library, we use the reinforcement learning approaches described in Sections II-B.2 and II-B.3.
1) Imitation Learning for Component Initialization:
To build up the library of the different motor primitives, we rely on imitation learning. Imitation learning allows us to learn policies from a given demonstration (for example, by a teacher) and reproduce the movement. We assume that we can learn each primitive separately. Redundant primitives can be eliminated [17] .
Assume we have recorded a movement m for one DoF consisting of joint angles θ t , velocitiesθ t , and accelerations θ t over a time interval t ∈ {1, ..., T }. Integrating the canonical system (Equation 3), we can compute a reference transformation function based on Equation (4) by
where g m has to be computed in each time step according to Equation (4) . To determine w, we have to minimize the squared error
which can be solve with locally weighted regression as in [1] , [18] . The detailed algorithm for learning motor primitives with imitation learning for one DoF is shown in Algorithm 2.
2) Primitive Adaptation by Trial and Error: Imitation learning suffices for initializing the internal parameters w. For subsequent self-improvement of one DMP, we can adapt the motor primitives parameters w using the Policy Learning by Weighting Exploration with the Return (PoWER) algorithm [19] . PoWER is an EM-inspired policy learning method that has been successfully applied to learning single dynamic system motor primitive policies. To update the parameters w with PoWER, we use
where ε ∼ N (0, Σ) denotes the normally distributed exploration, Σ is meta-parameter that can also be optimized, r i is the reward and N is the number of samples. Note, this algorithm enables us to improve one single DMP.
3) Reinforcement Learning for Responsibility Adaptation: Any large set of demonstrations will include attempts that went badly. To make matters worse, the combination of a set of good demonstrations may not necessarily result in good behavior, e.g., when two motor primitives circumvent an obstacle, their weighted combination is likely to drive right into it. Hence, the primitives need to be pruned and adjusted using reinforcement learning.
We created a reinforcement learning algorithm which was inspired by [20] . The responsibility parameter γ i in Equation (6) is initialized with 1 and is updated according to its contribution to successful and un-successful movements according to
indicates the amount of how often the motor primitive i is used and how often it is successfully used, respectively. The parameter κ is the counterpart to a learning rate, ζ is a tradeoff parameter between exploration and exploitation, r ∈ [0, 1] is a reward and N is the number of the executed sample. Simply put, we re-weight the contribution of motor primitives according to their capability to produce successful movements and even to remove bad demonstrations from the library. Both, the adaptation of one single motor primitive and the adaptation of the gating network to select and combine single DMPs are represented in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 2 Imitation Learning of one DMP for MoMP
Input: m i = (θ t ,θ t ,θ t ), t ∈ {1, ..., T } for one DoF Compute w i using locally weighted regression.
Determine amplitude a.
Compute weights Update weights for DMP
Update responsibility parameter γ
C. Learning the Task Parameters
The MoMP has open task parameters that are given by the supervisor. Striking movements are likely to be similar for many hitting sports and may be adapted straightforwardly from table tennis to real tennis. However, the task parameters may be vastly different.
To return an incoming table tennis ball to the opponent's court, we have to determine when and where the robot has to hit the ball to select the corresponding motor primitive with MoMP. Furthermore, we need to know which joint angles and joint velocities are required at the virtual hitting point to determine the goal parameters of the hitting primitives. Both problems will be adressed in the following. First, we describe how to predict the virtual hitting point, i.e., the position and time at which to hit the ball. In this context, we also predict the velocity of the ball at the virtual hitting point which is part of the external signal for the MoMP. Second, we learn the appropriate mapping to configuration space, i.e., the joint angles and velocities of the virtual hitting point.
1) Predicting the Virtual Hitting Point: For stroke movement generation, we rely on the theory that humans identify virtual targets [21] , i.e., the hitting point
T , the velocity of the ball
T and the time to contact t hit are already determined when the movement is initiated. To predict these parameters, we use Gaussian process regression (GPR) with a Gaussian kernel based on vision information on the ball's movement.
The prediction is based on the position and velocity of the ball at four time points after passing a virtual plane s. The output is given by the point where the ball is hit by the racket, the velocity of the ball, and the hitting time at ballracket impact. Since the dimensions of the hitting point and the ball velocity are independent, we have seven independent output values and can model each of these seven parameters independently with GPR models.
2) Learning the Stimuli to Configuration Space Mapping: To generate the arm trajectories, we have to determine the constraints, i.e., start and end position, velocity and acceleration, for the movements on each joint of the arm in each stage. While desired configurations suffice for the awaiting, preparation and follow through stages, the final joint configuration of the hitting stage depends on the task parameters which are determined during the stroke. Thus, we have to update the hitting configuration consisting of joint state θ hit and joint velocityθ hit efficiently but also compatible with the executed movement.
We decided to learn to predict the joint configuration (θ hit , θ hit ) at the intersection point. Unfortunately, there exist multiple solutions since we have a redundant system and not all of them are compatible with the movement. This part may become problematic for a supervised learning system as it would average over a non-convex combination of joint configurations.
To deal with this non-convexity issue, we learn the mapping using Cost-regularized Kernel Regression as suggested in [22] . This approach forces the learning system to choose a particular kind of solution among the different incompatible possibilities, as we do not trust solutions that differ too much from the typical hitting posture. Since we want to have a human-like striking motion, we search for a solution that looks comfortable for the human observer. Therefore, we define a hitting comfort posture of the arm [23] . The cost function for the Cost-regularized Kernel Regression is given by the sum of the squared error of the joint angles and the hitting comfort posture.
III. EVALUATION
Here, we evaluate the presented concept of MoMP using hitting movements executed by an analytical table tennis robot as described in [24] . Therefore, we give an overview of the table tennis task and evaluate the setup for learning the context parameters for motor primitives, compare the results with the analytical player and show that the MoMP framework can be used to learn a hitting movement and that the setup enhances the performance of the player.
A. Table Tennis Task
For the table tennis task, we developed an environment using the SL framework [25] consisting of a real-world setup and a sufficiently realistic simulation. The setup includes a Barrett WAM arm with seven DoFs that is capable of high speed motion and a vision system with four 200 Hz Procsilica Gigabit GE640C cameras. A racket is attached to the end-effector. Table, racket and ball are compliant with the international rules of human table tennis. The ball is served by a ping pong ball launcher to the forehand of the robot with a randomly chosen velocity covering an area (a) A series of frames depicting a forehand of the Barrett WAM arm using hitting primitives [19] .
(b) Generalization to various targets with a set of primitives from MoMP. Fig. 3 . A sequence of the Barrett WAM arm striking table tennis balls using hitting primitives [19] and the generalization of hitting a table tennis ball. of approximately 1 m 2 . The ball is visually tracked with a sampling rate of 60 Hz. We use a simplified model of the flight and bouncing behavior of the ping pong ball, i.e., we consider gravity but neglect the air drag and spin acting on the ball. The coefficients of restitution of both racket-ball and ball-table interactions were determined empirically.
If the system detects a ping pong ball that is moving towards the robot the preparation stage is initiated and the goal parameters, i.e., the time and position until intersection as well as the velocity of the ball at impact time is estimated. The racket of the player moves backwards in order to prepare the stroke. The preparation stage is executed until the estimated time to impact is smaller or equals the time for the hitting stage. In the hitting stage the racket moves towards the virtual hitting point until it hits the ball in a circular movement with a specific velocity. After the hitting stage is completed, the follow through stage is executed where the racket continues to move upwards with decreasing velocity. In the awaiting stage the arm moves back to a default position where the system is waiting until a new ball is detected.
B. Evaluation of the Task Parameter Model
To evaluate the models for the task parameters we compute the normalized mean squared error (nMSE) defined as the ratio of the mean squared error (MSE) and the variance of the target, and investigate the performance of the resulting player in the simulated environment. For all evaluations, the ball was served 10,000 times.
1) Modeling the Virtual Hitting Point: To estimate the hyperparameters and train each model, we used 1000 observed input-output pairs of an analytical table tennis player [24] . All seven models were trained offline.
The GPR model was evaluated with a data set consisting of 3500 trials. The MSE of the position estimation are below 1 mm. The MSE of the estimated velocity is below 2 mm/s and of the time estimation below 1 ms. The nMSE of all models is below 0.01. The performance is identical with the performance of a manually programmed player which uses a physical model to predict the goal parameters.
2) Learning the Hitting Configuration: To learn a model to map the movement stimuli to configuration space, we use 2500 input-output pairs of a manually programmed table tennis player. For each DoF we learn the corresponding joint angles and velocities offline in an independent model. From the resulting system we sampled again 2500 inputoutput pairs to train the model again. We repeated this policy iteration until the policy converges.
The model from the first iteration is able to return 94% of the balls and 48% of the balls successfully to the opponent's court. We used the data generated with this player to train the model again. The improved model had a significantly improved performance. The player was able to return 95% of the balls to the opponent's court where 63 % hit the desired location. Further iterations did not improve the performance as the nMSE for all joint angles was already below 0.01. The failures to return the ball successfully are the result of an inaccurate model for the joint velocities of the wrist joints.
C. Learning the Motor Task using MoMP
The movements for all four stages were generated using DMPs as described in Section II-A.1. For the awaiting, preparation and follow through stage we used single motor primitives. Trajectories of these movements were sampled from an analytical table tennis player. The parameters of the movement of the hitting stage depends on the task parameters and vary in their overall shape. To generate a movement that is able to cope with the varying conditions, we use the MoMP with the virtual hitting point and the estimated ball velocities as external signal. Therefore, we built a movement library for the stroke consisting of 300 motor primitives sampled from successful strokes of the analytical player. We collected arm, racket and ball trajectories and extracted the duration of the stages and the Cartesian ball positions and velocities at the hitting point. The parameters w of all motor primitives are learned offline by imitation learning as described in Algorithm 2. All DoFs are modeled independently in the transformed system but are synchronous as they start all at the same time, have the same duration and are driven by the same canonical system. First, we evaluated the single mixture components (i.e., the motor primitives learned by imitation learning) alone. The performance varied as much as the quality of the used demonstration for the motor primitive for the hitting stage. Testing selected motor primitives, we observed a success rate between 23 % -89 %. We combine these components in a mixture of motor primitives with initial weights of γ i = 1 for the hitting stage. The resulting player resulted in 67 % successful returns. Learning the weight parameters γ i as suggested in Section II-B.3 resulted in an improved performance of 94 %. Analyzing the weight parameters for all motor primitives allowed understanding the results as all primitives i where γ i converged to zero were effectively removed from the policy. We observed that about 27 % of the primitives were removed and that these primitives had an average performance of 30 %.
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We presented a novel approach for using motor primitives for complex tasks in a MoMP framework. We evaluated the approach in a table tennis setup where we were able to improve the performance of the player. Furthermore, we learned the goal parameters used to select and initiate the appropriate motor primitives. This step included a learned model for the inverse kinematics of a redundant robot arm. As a result, we obtain a fully learned robot system that is able to return balls served randomly with a ball launcher to the opponent's court.
Note, this framework is more challenging as previous work on robot table tennis [11] , [12] , [26] as it does not use smart engineering to overcome inherent problems like movement generation and the orientation of the racket. In contrast to these approaches, we use an anthropomorphic robot arm with seven DoFs. We concentrate on learning smooth movements that properly distribute the forces over the different DoFs yielding an human like movement pattern.
Implementing the table tennis framework on an humanoid robot would enable the system to move sideways as well as forward and backward. These additional DoFs would enable the system to apply the motor primitives for different positions without drasticly changing the overall shape for the arm movement. However, applying the framework on an humanoid robot has the consequence that we have to deal with the balance of the system, the coordination of the additional DoFs and the increasing complexity of the strategy in table tennis.
In future work we will integrate a strategy using context information and thus, select a specific striking movement that returns the ball such that the opponent cannot return it.
